
Date: May 5,  2022

Subject: Coming War in Asia why and what does it mean for the USA as well

If you ask why will there be a war in Asia look no further than China and it’s need to Dominate:
 1 China wants to claim Taiwan as a part of Mainland China and not as an independent nation.

 2 China also is wanting territory from Japan.

 3 China is want to control  the headwaters of the great rivers which flow down to India as well as 
China. This would give China  a choke hold on all those fresh water resources.

 4 China is also wanting to do the huge grab of the South China Sea area driving out the rights of 
other smaller nations because China wants the fishing rights as well as the huge natural 
resources on the ocean floor and under it.

What drives China are the following needs and wants:

 1 China wants to replace the USA as the dominant country both regionally as well as globally.

 2 China does not have enough food. Much of this problem has occurred because of badly planned
huge projects which in fact wiped out 10’s of millions of acres of very fertile farm land. Yes we 
see the energy the dams supply but what China hides from the world is all the lost land and now
no way to make up the lost food production capability.

 3 China also demands to be top in semiconductor technology, but currently that crown is worn by 
companies in Taiwan.

 4 China has seen how badly sanctions have hurt Russia and China is making even more bold steps
to prevent USA sanctions and European sanctions from hurting China in the global markets.

Now we look at what will China do in 2022 ?  Many have said that China’s Xi would not be 
willing to risk his career to invade Taiwan early because of the great CCP meeting at the end of 2022 in
which Xi has the goal to remain as president. So what things would Xi attempt during 2022 ?

 1 He will continue to put the squeeze on Taiwan trying to wear them down.

 2 He will aggressively go after total control of the South China Sea.

 3 He will push hard against Japan for China control of some islands.

 4 He will push hard and continue the water war with India as much under the radar as possible 
because most people in the world have no idea what happens high up in the snow covered 
mountains and why it is so critical to the survival of the people and animals and plants in the 
low lands.

 5 Xi is also making bold moves into Europe as the war in Europe spreads and turns all of Europe 
into a flash zone for instant war. Participation in a European war could bring status and 
resources which are critical to China.



So now you say what does all that have to with me in USA mainland and what possibly could a 
war in Asia and Europe do to affect me ? Here are the brutal answers:

 1 Chinese made products for the giant companies:
 1.1 95% of all medicines used in the USA are made in China including insulin and other 

critical drugs.
 1.2 Things which you do not think much about much.

 1.2.1 Huge volumes of electronic parts that go into products you see on the shelves 
today

 1.2.2 Clothes
 1.2.3 Toys
 1.2.4 Furniture
 1.2.5 Hard goods
 1.2.6 power tools (YES EVEN THE FAMOUS USA BRANDS) made in China.
 1.2.7 Car and Truck tires

 1.3 FOOD FROM CHINA. WHAT YOU SAY WE DO NOT IMPORT FOOD FROM  
CHINA DOES NOT HAVE ENOUGH  FOR IT’S OWN PEOPLE. WRONG!!! THERE 
ARE MANY FOOD ITEMS BROUGHT IN FROM CHINA. READ THE PACKAGE 
LABELS BEFORE BUYING.

 1.4 WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO YOU PERSONALLY IF ALL THESE THINGS GOT 
CUT OFF DUE TO WAR WITH CHINA OR HUGE CHINESE LOCKDOWN BECAUSE
OF PANDEMIC FEARS IN CHINA ?

 2 WORSE YET WHAT WILL YOU SEE WHEN CHINA INVADES THE USA 
MAINLAND ?
 2.1 THERE WILL BE NO PRISONERS EVERY MAN WOMAN AND CHILD WILL 

BE KILLED BECAUSE THE CHINESE WAR INSTRUCTIONS SAY PRECISELY 
THAT IS HOW IT MUST BE DONE.

 2.2 DO NOT PRESUME IN ANY WAY THAT WESTERN VALUES IDEALS OR 
MORALS APPLY TO NON WESTERN PEOPLE.

 3 WHAT WILL YOU SEE WHEN RUSSIA INVADES THE USA MAINLAND

 3.1 HYPERSONIC MISSILES WITH ADVANCED PRECISION WARHEADS

 3.2 ADVANCED SURFACE TO AIR AND AIR TO AIR MISSILES TO BLOCK 
ENTRANCES TO THE TARGET ZONES LIKE MOSCOW AND BEJING 



Then comes the really big question? What part will the USA play in any fighting battles in 
Asia ?

The answer to that question depends on how rapidly the USA can respond because in that 
type of battle choices must be made within minutes because the Asians will not stand around 
waiting for some country to make up its mind !!! Example: the travesty caused by Joe Biden in 
Afghanistan has made ALL the Asian allies not to trust the USA !!!

The Asian countries have already made defense alliances:

 1 The following countries have a joint defense pact which does not in any way depend on the
USA. In the event that one or more of these countries are attacked, there will be planned 
responses within minutes not hours or days:
 1.1 Japan
 1.2 Taiwan
 1.3 India
 1.4 Singapore

 2 China is seen as the one to watch out for but all invaders will be repelled.

As to defensive capabilities:
 1 Japan:

 1.1  Has a huge stockpile of uranium and plutonium as well as the casings  to put them 
in and make them into weapons when needed. Japan has enough stockpiled to make 
5000 bombs or warheads.

 1.2 Japan has thermobaric weapons
 1.3 Japan is silently testing Hypersonic delivery systems.
 1.4 Japan has a large force of totally silent submarines designed for the Asian area.
 1.5 Japan also has fighters as well as flat top ships which can instantly become aircraft 

carriers.
 2 Taiwan:

 2.1  Has a huge stockpile of uranium and plutonium as well as the casings  to put them 
in and make them into weapons when needed. Taiwan has enough stockpiled to make 
3000 bombs or warheads.

 2.2 Taiwan has a strong well trained Air force and military.
 3 India:

 3.1 India has hot active and live nuclear weapons 
 3.2 India has tested and deployed hypersonic cruise missiles
 3.3 India has a huge stockpile of uranium and plutonium as well as the casings  to put 

them in and make them into more nuclear weapons when needed. India has enough 
stockpiled to make 6000 bombs or warheads.

 3.4 India has a strong well trained Air force and military.

IS THERE ANY DOUBT THAT THESE COUNTRIES AS A GROUP COULD STAND 
UP TO CHINA AND WIN ?    THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT THEY COULD WIN BECAUSE 
OF THE ATTITUDES WITHIN THE PEOPLE.



WHY IS NORTH KOREA
AND

KIM  JUNG UN SO DANGEROUS

To begin with Kim Jung Un is the only top leader of a country who is also a brilliant nuclear
physicist  trained  in  the  best  schools  in  Switzerland  and  Germany.  Second  is  the  fact  that  he  has
succeeded brilliantly in spite of intense sanctions put on North Korea. The Third major point is that he
fears NO ONE not the USA, not China,  not Russia, and he is not afraid to use advanced weapons to
beat his opponents. First we look at what he has accomplished.

 1 He has succeeded:
 1.1  in building fully modern advanced uranium enriching facilities

 1.2 in building advanced plutonium refining and processing facilities

 1.3 in building fission bombs (basic nuclear devices).

 1.4 he has also succeeded in building a thermonuclear bomb (hydrogen bomb)
 

 1.5 He has succeeded in creating a level 1 EMP device (level 1 emp device triggered over
North America would destroy about 33% of the power grid as well as any and all electronic
devices within the range of the device.)

 1.6 He has ripped out a page of Putin’s play book and developed a range of thermobaric
weapons as well.

 1.7 He has succeeded in building both land launched ICBM missiles as well as submarine
launched ICBM missiles.

 1.8 He has succeeded in building and deploying hypersonic cruise missiles which are able to
carry his warheads.

 1.9 In addition to all the accomplishments listed above he is also building 
 1.9.1 Thorium based low gravity engines (like what powers the TR3B craft)

 1.9.2  explosive thorium weapons using the fallen angel technology. 

 1.9.3 North Korea is the source of a natural clay which is highly neutron absorbent and
critical for these types of devices.

 1.9.4 North Korea also has its own thorium mines.

 2 What makes North Korea so dangerous at this time is that South Korea just replaced a weak
minded  president  with  a  hawkish  strong willed  president  who sincerely  does  not  yet  fully
understand the arsenal which Kim Jung Un has at his disposal.



 3 Kim Jung Un is both brilliant as well as totally ruthless in his thinking. For example:

 3.1 If destroying part of the USA and part of South Korea with nuclear weapons and create a
unified Korea under his control without a long battle, he would do it at the push of a button.

 3.2 If  destruction  of  part  of  China  would  get  China  to  ease  up  on  implementation  of
sanctions against North Korea he would do it.

 4 Make no mistake North Korea is way more deadly than you may think. Even Xi of China and
Putin of Russia tread lightly.

 5 To say it simply his goals are as follows:

 5.1 To be respected as a serious world power with advanced weapons.

 5.2 To be in charge fully of the new unified Korea under His absolute control and without
USA European or UN sanctions.



REMEMBER JESUS IS YOUR ONLY TRUE SAFETY AND SALVATION IN THESE 
VERY DANGEROUS AND EVIL TIMES!!  REPENT AND SEEK THE WISDOM OF GOD TO 
GUIDE YOU DAILY.


